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DESCRIPTION

ACCESS NETWORK RELATED INFORMATION PROVISIONING SYSTEM,

CONTROL APPARATUS, METHOD OF CONTROLLING THE SAME,

COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL, METHOD OF CONTROLLING THE SAME,

PROGRAM, AND STORAGE MEDIUM

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention generally relates to

an access network related information provisioning

system, a control apparatus, a communications terminal,

a method of controlling a control apparatus, a method

of controlling a communications terminal, a program,

and a storage medium.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The number of communications terminals

capable of accessing non-3GPP access networks for

technologies such as Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)

or Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access

(WiMAX) , in addition to 3GPP access networks, continues

to increase. Such communications terminals may be able

to automatically select a particular access network

based on information such as user settings, operator

policy and network conditions, for example.

[0003] In an effort to standardize the behavior of

such terminals and address new issues related to the

integration of non-3GPP access technologies and 3GPP



access technologies, new functionality known as Access

Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) has

been introduced by the 3GPP in Release 8 . The ANDSF is

an entity within an Evolved Packet Core (EPC) of the

System Architecture Evolution (SAE) for 3GPP compliant

mobile networks.

[0004 ] ANDSF provides communications terminals

(also known as user equipment) with access network

related information in order to control access to

access networks. This provisioning may assist the

communications terminals in performing access network

discovery or access network selection, for example.

There are currently four main types of access network

related information that an ANDSF control apparatus may

provision to a communications terminal:

- Inter-System Mobility Policy (ISMP)

ISMP information is a set of operator-defined

rules and preferences based upon which a communications

terminal may make inter-system mobility decisions.

Communications terminals use the inter-system mobility

policies when capable of routing IP traffic only over a

single radio access interface at a given time.

- Access Network Discovery Information

Access network discovery information may include

a list of access networks available in the vicinity of

the communications terminal. These may be limited to

those of a particular access technology types (e.g.



WLAN, WiMAX, etc.) requested by the communications

terminal .

- Inter-System Routing Policy (ISRP)

ISRP information may include a list of policies

provided in order to meet operator routing/offload

preferences on distribution of traffic of a UE

(communications terminal) for transmission over access

networks used by the UE . Communications terminals use

the inter-system routing policies when capable of

routing IP traffic simultaneously over multiple radio

access interfaces.

- Inter-APN Routing Policy (IARP)

IARP information may include validity conditions,

filter rules, priorities and the like for Inter-APN

routing .

[0005] For details of the functionality of the

ANDSF, see the 3GPP specifications TS 23.402 V12.2.0

(especially chapter 4.8.2.1) and TS 24.302 V12.2.0

(especially chapter 6.8 and Annex A .2 ) .

[0006] Access network related information is

transferred between the communications terminals and

the ANDSF using Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) Device

Management (DM) as defined in 0MA-ERELD-DM-V1_2

(chapter 5 lists the specification baseline of OMA DM

device description Baseline) with an ANDSF Management

Object (MO) as specified in the 3GPP specification TS

24.312 V12.2.0. The ANDSF MO is a hierarchical tree of



nodes used to describe above described access network

related information stored in a communications terminal.

A portion of the ANDSF MO may be provided to the

communications terminal, possibly based upon

information such as the current location of the

communications terminal, for example.

[0007] However, the current technique for

providing access network related information is space

inefficient and requires large amounts of memory for

storage of the information. As the size of the ANDSF

MO increases, ever growing network payloads are

required for the transmission of the access network

related information between the ANDSF control apparatus

and communications terminals. Therefore, there is a

need for techniques to make the provisioning of access

network related information more efficient.

SUMMARY

[0008] The present invention was conceived in view

of the above circumstances, and it is an object thereof

to provide a technique for the more efficient

provisioning of access network related information

between a control apparatus and a communications

terminal .

[0009] According to the first aspect of the

present invention, there is provided an access network

related information provisioning system. The system



comprises a communications terminal and a control

apparatus operable to provide information of a

management object, which is a hierarchical tree

comprising access network related information, to the

communications terminal to control access to access

networks. The control apparatus comprises an

initiation unit configured to initiate, in response to

a predetermined condition being satisfied, a

provisioning, to the communications terminal, of

information of a portion of the management object. It

also comprises a generation unit configured to generate

one or more commands comprising information of the

portion including information of a reference node which

is a leaf node of the management object and which

contains reference information specifying a sub-tree

comprising specific access network related information.

It also comprises a communication unit configured to

transmit, to the communications terminal, the one or

more commands generated by the generation unit. The

communications terminal comprises a communication unit

configured to receive the one or more commands

transmitted by the communication unit of the control

apparatus. It also comprises a storage unit configured

to store the information of the portion comprised in

the one or more commands in accordance with the one or

more commands received by the communication unit. It

also comprises an acquisition unit configured to



acquire the specific access network related information

of the sub-tree using the reference information of the

reference node included in the information of the

portion stored by the storage unit.

[0010] According to the second aspect of the

present invention, there is provided a control

apparatus operable to provide information of a

management object, which is a hierarchical tree

comprising access network related information, to a

communications terminal to control access to access

networks. The control apparatus comprises an

initiation unit configured to initiate, in response to

a predetermined condition being satisfied, a

provisioning, to the communications terminal, of

information of a portion of the management object. It

also comprises a generation unit configured to generate

one or more commands comprising information of the

portion including information of a reference node which

is a leaf node of the management object and which

contains reference information specifying a sub-tree

comprising specific access network related information.

It also comprises a communication unit (204) configured

to transmit, to the communications terminal, the one or

more commands generated by the generation unit.

[0011] According to the third aspect of the

present invention, there is provided a communications

terminal operable to receive from a control apparatus



information of a management object, which is a

hierarchical tree comprising access network related

information. The communications terminal comprises a

communication unit configured to receive one or more

commands transmitted by the control apparatus, the one

or more commands comprising information of a portion of

the management object, the portion including

information of a reference node which is a leaf node of

the management object and which contains reference

information specifying a sub-tree comprising

information of particular access network related

information. It also comprises a storage unit

configured to store the information of the portion

comprised in the one or more commands in accordance

with the one or more commands received by the

communication unit. It also comprises an acquisition

unit configured to acquire information of the sub-tree

using the reference information of the reference node

included in the information of the portion stored by

the storage unit.

[0012 ] According to the fourth aspect of the

present invention, there is provided a method of

controlling a control apparatus operable to provide

information of a management object, which is a

hierarchical tree comprising access network related

information, to a communications terminal to control

access to access networks. The method comprises an



initiation step of initiating, in response to a

predetermined condition being satisfied, a provisioning,

to the communications terminal, of information of a

portion of the management object. It also comprises a

generation step of generating one or more commands

comprising information of the portion including

information of a reference node which is a leaf node of

the management object and which contains reference

information specifying a sub-tree comprising specific

access network related information. It also comprises

a communication step of transmitting, to the

communications terminal, the one or more commands

generated in the generation step.

[0013] According to the fifth aspect of the

present invention, there is provided a method of

controlling a communications terminal operable to

receive from a control apparatus information of a

management object, which is a hierarchical tree

comprising access network related information. The

method comprises a communication step of receiving one

or more commands transmitted by the control apparatus,

the one or more commands comprising information of a

portion of the management object, the portion including

information of a reference node which is a leaf node of

the management object and which contains reference

information specifying a sub-tree comprising

information of particular access network related



information. It also comprises storage step of storing

the information of the portion comprised in the one or

more commands in accordance with the one or more

commands received in the communication step. It also

comprises an acquisition step of acquiring information

of the sub-tree using the reference information of the

reference node included in the information of the

portion stored in the storage step.

[0014] By virtue of the above features, it is

possible for access network related information to be

provisioned more efficiently between a control

apparatus and a communications terminal.

[0015] Further features and advantages of the

present invention will be apparent from the following

description with reference to the accompanying drawings,

in which like reference characters designate the same

or similar parts throughout the figures thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0016] Figure 1 is a view for showing an overall

architecture of an access network related information

provisioning system according to some embodiments;

[0017] Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of

control apparatus according to some embodiments;

[0018] Figure 3 is a functional block diagram of

communications terminal according to some embodiments;

[0019] Figure 4 is a view showing an example of a



management tree containing an ANDSF management object

according to some embodiments.

[0020] Figure 5A is a view showing an example of a

management object for describing access network related

information without the use of reference nodes

according to some embodiments.

[0021] Figure 5B shows the management object of

Figure 5A improved with reference nodes according to

some embodiments;

[0022] Figure 5C shows another example of the

management object of Figure 5A improved with reference

nodes according to some embodiments;

[0023] Figure 6 is an example of a command for

providing access network related information from the

control apparatus to the communications terminal

according to some embodiments;

[0024] Figure 7A is a view for showing a fragment

of a management object before the command of Figure 6

is received and processed by the communications

terminal according to some embodiments.

[0025] Figure 7B shows a fragment of the

management object after the command of Figure 6 is

received and processed by the communications terminal

according to some embodiments.

[0026] Figure 8 is a flowchart for describing

providing information of the management object to a

communications terminal according to some embodiments;



and

[0027] Figure 9 is a flowchart for describing

provisioning of information of the management object to

the communications terminal according to some

embodiments .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] Figure 1 is a view for showing an overall

architecture of an access network related information

provisioning system according to some embodiments.

[0029] A communications terminal 101 is operable

to access to a 3GPP Evolved Packet Core (EPC) via a

plurality of access networks. The communications

terminal 101 may be capable of accessing via one or

more types of non-3GPP access networks for technologies

such as WLAN, WiMAX, cdma2000 (registered trademark)

High Rate Packet Data (HRPD) , and the like.

[0030] The communications terminal 101 may also be

capable of accessing the EPC via 3GPP access networks.

Embodiments are not limited to any particular type of

3GPP access network. The communications terminal 101

may access to a Universal Mobile Telecommunications

System Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) , a

Global system for mobile communications Enhanced data

rates for GSM evolution Radio Access Network (GERAN) or

an Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-

UTRAN) , for example.



[0031] It should be easily recognized that in

embodiments there could be many of the communications

terminal 101 connected to the 3GPP EPC simultaneously.

Also the communications terminal 101 may be any kind of

device operable to connect to an access network, such

as a smart phone, a laptop or a tablet, for example.

[0032] A control apparatus 102 is a network entity

operable to control access by the communications

terminal 101 to access networks. Explanation will be

given for embodiments in which the control apparatus

102 is an ANDSF server. The control apparatus 102 may

be located in a home Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN)

of the communications terminal 101, or in a visited

PLMN, in a case of roaming, for example.

[0033] The control apparatus 102 will be explained

as a single apparatus, but it should be recognized that

in some embodiments the functionality of the control

apparatus 102 will be spread across multiple devices.

The control apparatus 102 may contain data management

and control functionality for the provision of network

discovery or selection assistance data according to the

policy of the operator.

[0034] The communications terminal 101 is capable

of connecting, in accordance with a policy of an

operator, to the control apparatus 102 via a 3GPP or a

non-3GPP access network. The control apparatus 102 may

communicate with the communications terminal 101 over



the S14 reference point.

[0035] Portions of a management object (exemplary

explanation will be given for cases where this is an

ANDSF MO) which describes access network related

information are transmitted between the communications

terminal 101 and the control apparatus 102 using OMA DM.

Embodiments advantageously reduce a network payload

required for such transmissions by replacing duplicate

sub-trees of the management object with reference nodes,

as will be described in detail with reference to Figure

5A, Figure 5B, and Figure 5C. In addition, storage

requirements for information of the management object

can be reduced by embodiments.

[0036] Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of

the control apparatus 102 according to some embodiments.

[0037] Here, the control apparatus 102 comprises a

central processing unit (CPU) 201, a random access

memory (RAM) 202, a read-only memory (ROM) 203, a

communication unit 204, an initiation unit 205, and a

generation unit 206. Note that there may be multiple

instances of a component. The components may be

connected by a bus, and capable of communication with

each other thereupon.

[0038] The communication unit 204 may include

wired links, such as an Ethernet cable for example. It

may include wireless links, via transmitting/receiving

antennas for example. It is capable of communication



with external devices over one or more networks.

[0039] In some embodiments, the functionality of

the units 205 and 206 is implemented by the CPU 201

executing a software program stored in the ROM 203

using the RAM 202 as a work area. In other embodiments,

the units 205 and 206 are implemented using dedicated

hardware. In still other embodiments, the units 205

and 206 are implemented using a combination of software

and hardware. The detailed operation of the units 205

and 206 will be described later with reference to

Figure 8.

[0040] Figure 3 is a functional block diagram of

the communications terminal 101 according to some

embodiments .

[0041] Here, the communications terminal 101

comprises a central processing unit (CPU) 301, a random

access memory (RAM) 302, a read-only memory (ROM) 303,

a communication unit 304, a storage unit 305, and an

acquisition unit 306. Note that there may be multiple

instances of a component. The components may be

connected by a bus, and capable of communication with

each other thereupon.

[0042] The communication unit 304 may include

wired links, such as an Ethernet cable for example. It

may include wireless links, via transmitting/receiving

antennas for example. It is capable of communication

with external devices over one or more networks.



[0043] In some embodiments the storage unit 305 is

implemented as a built-in, non-volatile memory, such as

a flash memory, for example. In other embodiments,

however, different types of memory may be used, and in

at least one embodiment the storage unit 305 could be

implemented as a part of the RAM 302.

[0044] In some embodiments, the functionality of

the acquisition unit 306 is implemented by the CPU 301

executing a software program stored in the ROM 303

using the RAM 302 as a work area. In other embodiments,

the acquisition unit 306 is implemented using dedicated

hardware. In still other embodiments, the acquisition

unit 306 is implemented using a combination of software

and hardware. The detailed operation of the

acquisition unit 306 will be described later with

reference to Figure 9 .

[0045] Figure 4 is a view showing an example of a

management tree containing an ANDSF management object

according to some embodiments. This tree is an example

of a complete management tree of the communications

terminal 101 according to some embodiments. Details of

sub-trees are abbreviated for ease of explanation.

[0046] The management tree may organize available

management objects in the communications terminal 101

as a hierarchical tree structure where all nodes can be

uniquely addressed with a URI . A URI for a node is

constructed by starting at the device root and, as the



tree is traversed down to the Node in question, each

Node name is appended to the previous ones using "/" as

the delimiting character. For example, /ANDSF/ ISRP"

is a URI for the ISRP node in the ANDSF management

object. Note that the root node of the management tree

is called

[0047] The nodes shown are only examples, and

different embodiments may include different sub-trees.

The example shows sub-trees related to an OMA DM

Account (DMAcc) , the OSGi framework (OSGi), and the

Vendor. Directly under the root node of the management

tree is a sub-tree rooted by an node labeled ANDSF.

This sub-tree represents the ANDSF management object.

[0048] The ANDSF node of the example contains sub

trees for ISMP access network related information (the

Policy node) , access network discovery information (the

Discoverylnf ormation node) , and ISRP access network

related information (the ISRP node) .

[0049] The Policy node represents ISMP and may

contain information for one or more ISMP rules. The

ISRP node represents ISRP and may contain information

for one or more ISRP rules. The ISMP and ISRP rules

may have one or more validity conditions used to

determine if the rules are valid. The

Discoverylnf ormation node may include discovery

information about access networks that the

communications terminal 101 can connect to. In other



embodiments, the ANDSF management object may contain a

different set of sub-trees than are shown in the

example of Figure 4 .

[0050] Figure 5A, Figure 5B, and Figure 5C are

views for showing a simplified example of the

management object (the ANDSF management object) for

describing access network related information,

according to some embodiments. This information may be

transmitted between the control apparatus 102 and the

communications terminal 101. Note that examples of the

management object shown in Figure 5A, Figure 5B and

Figure 5C may be only one part of a larger management

tree, as shown in Figure 4 .

[0051] It should be noted that Figure 5A, Figure

5B and Figure 5C exemplify a management object which

only contains an ISRP sub-tree, but this is simply for

ease of explanation. The management object may contain

other sub-trees such as the Policy and

Discoverylnf ormation sub-trees shown in Figure 4 . The

management object may also contain other sub-trees not

shown in Figure 4 , such as one for IARP, for example.

[0052] Figure 5A shows the management object

without the use of reference nodes. Figure 5B shows the

management object improved with the use of reference

nodes. Figure 5C is another example of the management

object of Figure 5A improved by adding reference nodes

according to some embodiments.



[0053] Firstly, explanation will be given with

reference to Figure 5A. It should be noted that this

example shows a simple example of a management object

for ease of explanation, and that in some embodiments,

there will be many more sub-trees.

[0054] The node labeled "ANDSF" is a root node of

the management object. Under the root there is a sub

tree for inter-system routing policy (ISRP) which

includes two IP Flow Mobility (IFOM) flow distribution

rules (IF0M_1 and IF0M_2) in an IFOM flow distribution

container (ForFlowBased) .

[0055] Each of the flow distribution rules in the

example of Figure 5A contain a validity condition

(RoutingCriteria) which includes conditions that define

when the rule is valid to apply.

[0056] In the example, there are time-related

conditions (TimeOfDay) which are considered valid when

the time of day in the current time zone, as indicated

by the communications terminal 101, matches at least

one time interval indicated in the sub-trees rooted at

the TimeOfDay nodes.

[0057] There are also location-related conditions

(ValidityArea) which are considered valid when at least

one location indicated in the sub-trees rooted at the

ValidityArea nodes are a match. For example, the sub

trees of the ValidityArea nodes in the figure contain

3GPP Location nodes which hold information for 3GPP



location descriptions. Note, that other location

descriptions such as those for 3GPP2, WiMAX, WLAN and

the like may also be included in ValidityArea nodes.

[0058] The 3GPP_Location nodes in the example

further contain Tracking Area Code (TAC) nodes which

hold TAC codes and Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN)

nodes which hold PLMN codes. Note that some

embodiments will have sub-trees containing types of

nodes not discussed in detail here, that may describe

validity areas at different levels of granularity, for

example .

[0059] The information stored in the leaf nodes of

the TimeOfDay sub-trees within both the IFOM_l flow

distribution rule and the IF0M_2 flow distribution rule

holds identical data. Similarly, the information

stored in the leaf nodes of the ValidityArea sub-trees

within both the IF0M_1 flow distribution rule and the

IF0M_2 flow distribution rule also holds identical data.

In other words, multiple copies of the exact same data

are stored throughout the management object tree,

redundantly .

[0060] Next, with reference to Figure 5B,

explanation will be given for an example of the

management object of Figure 5A improved by adding

reference nodes according to some embodiments.

[0061] A s is illustrated in Figure 5B, specific

access network related information which can be



referenced from multiple locations in the management

object is arranged in sub-trees of the management

object. Specifically, to eliminate the duplication of

the identical information, the TimeOfDay information

and the ValidityArea information is arranged in the

sub-trees at the URIs ./ANDSF/TimeOf Day

and ./ANDSF/ValidityArea respectively.

[0062] Reference nodes are introduced to specify

the information arranged in the sub-trees.

Specifically, the reference nodes at the

URI ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IFOM_l/RoutingCrite

ria/ ime &Location/ TimeOfDay /BusyHour/TimeOf DayRef

and the

URI ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IFOM_2/RoutingCrite

ria/Time&Location/TimeOf Day/BusyHour/TimeOf DayRef

reference the same information. Similarly, the

reference nodes at the

URI ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IFOM_l/RoutingCrite

ria/Time&Location/ValidityArea/ValidityAreaRef and the

URI ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IFOM_2/RoutingCrite

ria/Time&Location/ValidityArea/ValidityAreaRef

reference the same information. These reference nodes

are leaf nodes of the management object that contain

reference information specifying a sub-tree comprising

specific access network related information.

[0063] In some embodiments, the reference

information of a reference node is a uniform resource



identifier (URI) specifying a path from a root node to

the sub-tree that the reference node specifies. In the

example, the reference nodes hold, as their data, the

URIs of the sub-trees in the management object that

they specify, namely ./ANDSF/TimeOf Day/BusyHour for the

TimeOf DayRef reference nodes and ./ANDSF/ValidityArea

for the ValidityAreaRef reference nodes.

[0064] Note that the URIs given as examples are

full paths from the root of the tree to the node that

the reference nodes specify. In other embodiments the

URIs of the reference nodes are relative URIs. For

example, instead of "./ANDSF/ValidityArea", a relative

URI may hold the information "ANDSF/ValidityArea".

[0065] In some embodiments, a referenced sub-tree

is placed directly under the root node of the

management object. This is the case in Figure 5B,

where the referenced information is arranged directly

under the ANDSF node of the management object. This

has an advantage of making the URIs of the nodes in the

sub-tree shorter than they might otherwise be.

Embodiments so configured may have the advantage of

reducing the space required for the URI to be stored

and reducing the payload required for the URI to be

transmitted .

[0066] Also, such embodiments allow for a

referencing sub-tree to be deleted, while maintaining

the referenced sub-tree information. Because only the



referencing sub-tree would be deleted in such cases, a

considerable payload reduction may be achieved when

later the same referenced sub-tree information is be

provisioned since the referenced sub-tree information

would not have to be sent again.

[0067] In other embodiments the sub-tree

containing referenced information may be maintained

elsewhere in the management object, or in a sub-tree of

a management object other than the management object

containing the reference node.

[0068] Note, in some embodiments the locations of

the reference nodes or the sub-trees that they specify

will be different. For example, instead of having the

reference node at the

location ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IFOM_2/Routing

Criteria/Time&Location/TimeOf Day/BusyHour/TimeOf DayRef

specifying the sub-tree located

at ./ANDSF/TimeOf Day/BusyHour , other embodiments may

have a reference node, similarly named TimeOfDayRef , at

the

location ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IFOM_2/Routing

Criteria/Time&Location/TimeOf DayRef specifying the sub

tree located at ./ANDSF/TimeOf Day . Similarly, instead

of having the reference node at the

location ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IFOM_2/Routing

Criteria/Time&Location/ValidityArea/ValidityAreaRef

specifying the sub-tree located at ./ANDSF/ValidityArea,



other embodiments may have a reference node, similarly

named ValidityAreaRef , at the

location ./ANDSF/ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IFOM_2/R

out ingCr iteri a/Time&Locat ion/ValidityAreaRef specifying

the sub-tree located at ./ANDSF/ValidityArea . In still

other embodiments reference nodes and referenced sub

trees will be located at other locations in the tree.

[0069] While the sub-trees rooted at the interior

nodes located at ./ANDSF/TimeOf Day/BusyHour

and ./ANDSF/ValidityArea are given as examples of the

sub-trees that the reference nodes specify in the

example of Figure 5B, reference nodes may be used to

specify sub-trees for other access network related

information. For example a reference node may specify

a sub-tree for access network related information such

as an IPFlow sub-tree indicating the flow description

for a particular flow distribution rule, for example.

[0070] Also, while the reference nodes are nodes

for IFOM flow distribution in the example of Figure 5B,

in some embodiments the reference nodes may be nodes

for Multiple-Access PDN Connectivity (MAPCON) flow

distribution (ForServiceBased) or for Non-seamless WLAN

offload flow distribution (ForNonSeamlessOf fload) , for

example. Furthermore, reference nodes need not be

limited to inter-system routing policy (ISRP) sub-trees,

and may also be included in inter-system mobility

policy (ISMP) sub-trees, or in Inter-APN Routing Policy



(IARP) sub-trees, for example.

[0071] The introduction of reference nodes

eliminates unnecessary redundancies in the management

object, reducing storage requirements and network

payload requirements in the provision of the access

network related information.

[0072] Next, with reference to Figure 5C,

explanation will be given for another example of the

management object of Figure 5A improved by adding

reference nodes according to some embodiments. In the

example of Figure 5C, reference nodes in the flow

distribution rule IF0M_2 specify sub-trees in the flow

distribution rule IF0M_1. In other words, the

referenced sub-tree is for an access network related

rule and the reference node is contained in another

sub-tree for an access network related rule.

[0073] Specifically, there is a reference node at

the

location ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IF0M_2/Routing

Criteria/Time&Location/TimeOf DayRef specifying the sub

tree located

at ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IFOM_l/RoutingCriter

ia/Time&Location/TimeOf Day . Similarly, there is a

reference node at the

location ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IF0M_2/Routing

Criteria/Time&Location/ValidityAreaRef specifying the

sub-tree located



at ./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IFOM_l/RoutingCriter

ia/Time&Location/ValidityArea .

[0074] The example shown in Figure 5C may be

slightly more space efficient than that of Figure 5B

since it require two fewer reference nodes.

[0075] Note that while Figure 5C shows an example

in which reference nodes in one ISRP rule specify sub

trees in another ISRP rule, in other embodiments

reference nodes may be located in other kinds of access

network related rules (for example ISMP rules or IARP

rules) and specify sub-trees for other kinds of access

network related rules (for example ISMP rules or IARP

rules respectively) .

[0076] Figure 6 is an example of a command for

provisioning of access network related information from

the control apparatus 102 to the communications

terminal 101 according to some embodiments.

[0077] The example of Figure 6 is of an OMA DM Add

command, but it should be recognized that embodiments

are not limited to this, and any other commands that

contain information of a reference node, such as a

Replace command, for example, may be adapted.

[0078] The command of Figure 6 adds a new

reference node at the location in the tree specified by

the LocURI tag

(./ANDSF/ISRP/ISRPl/ForFlowBased/IF0M_2/RoutingCriteria

/Time&Location/ValidityArea/ValidityAreaRef ).



[0079] The data of the new reference node is

specified by the Data tag, and comprises reference

information. Specifically, the reference information

here is a URI of a sub-tree that the reference node

specifies (./ANDSF/ValidityArea) .

[0080] Figure 7A and Figure 7B are views for

showing simplified examples of fragments of the

management object before and after the exemplary

command according to Figure 6 is transmitted and

processed. It should be easily recognized that some

embodiments will have many more nodes and sub-trees

than these figures show.

[0081] Figure 7A shows a fragment of the

management object before the command of Figure 6 is

received and processed by the communications terminal

101. Note that interior node (ValidityArea) at the

path specified by the LocURI tag in the command does

not have a leaf node attached to it.

[0082] Figure 7B shows a fragment of the

management object after the command of Figure 6 is

received and the corresponding reference node

(ValidityAreaRef ) is stored under the interior node

ValidityArea at the location specified by the LocURI

tag in the command. Note that the sub-tree that the

reference node specifies is located at the

URI ./ANDSF/ValidityArea existed at the time of

receiving the command.



[0083] The control apparatus 102 may generate, and

transmit to the communications terminal 101, such a

command when provision of access network related

information to the communications terminal 101 is

initiated by a predetermined condition being satisfied.

[0084] The communications terminal 101, having

received the command will store the reference

information of the reference node, and may later use

the reference information to acquire specific access

related information that it specifies.

[0085] Figure 8 is a flowchart for describing

provisioning of information of the management object to

the communications terminal 101 according to some

embodiments .

[0086] This processing is executed by the control

apparatus 102 according to some embodiments.

[0087] In step S801, the initiation unit 205 of

the control apparatus 102 initiates, in response to a

predetermined condition being satisfied, a provisioning

(providing) to the communications terminal 101, of

information of a portion of the management object. In

some embodiments, the predetermined condition here may

be that the communications unit 204 of the control

apparatus 102 receives a request for provision from the

communications terminal 101, for example. This request

may be a client-initiated session alert message, in a

case of a pull mode operation, for example.



[0088] In some embodiments the predetermined

condition may be based on network triggers or the

result of previous communication with the

communications terminal 101, in a case of a push mode

operation, for example.

[0089] After the initiation unit 205 initiates the

provisioning in step S801, the processing proceeds to

step S802, and a generation unit 206 generates one or

more commands comprising information of the portion of

the management object to be provided.

[0090] In some embodiments these commands

correspond to OMA DM commands. The commands may be for

adding, replacing, obtaining, or deleting nodes, for

example, or for executing a command on an object within

the management object. The information of the portion

of the management object comprised in the commands

includes information of a reference node, as explained

with reference to Figure 5B .

[0091] The reference node is a leaf node of the

management object which contains reference information

specifying a sub-tree comprising specific access

network related information. The reference information

of the reference node is included in the information of

the reference node included in the above described

commands. The specific access network related

information may be comprised in a ValidityArea sub-tree,

or a TimeOfDay sub-tree, as described above, for



example .

[0092] The specific access network related

information may alternatively be information of any

other sub-tree where data may be referenced from within

the management object, such as an IPFlow sub-tree, for

example .

[0093] Furthermore, the sub-tree that the

reference node specifies may be included in the

information of the portion of the management object

that is provided. For example, in some embodiments,

the control apparatus 102 may not maintain information

about what information has been previously provided to

the communications terminal 101. In such a case, the

control apparatus may provide not only the reference

node, but also the sub-tree that the reference node

specifies, even though the communications terminal 101

already maintains the specified sub-tree. Such an

implementation may have an advantage in being simpler

to implement as the control apparatus 102 may not need

to determine what information the communications

terminal 101 is currently storing.

[0094] However, embodiments are not limited to

this, and the specified sub-tree may be separate from

the provisioned portion. For example, in some

embodiments, the control apparatus 102 may maintain

information about what information has already been

provisioned to the communications terminal 101. In



such a case, the control apparatus 102 may be able to

determine that the communications terminal 101 already

stores the sub-tree that the reference node specifies,

and the sub-tree need not be included in the

provisioned portion. This is advantageous in that the

amount of information that needs to be transmitted is

reduced .

[0095] The commands generated by the generation

unit 206 in step S802, are transmitted by the

communication unit 204, in step S803, to the

communications terminal 101. The commands need not all

be of the same type, and for example, there may be Add

commands, as in the example of Figure 6 , as well as

Replace commands, or the like. It should be noted that

the commands may all be sent at once or may be sent

separately. Also, some commands may be sent before the

generation unit 206 has generated all of the commands,

for example. The transmission may take place over a

3GPP network, or a non-3GPP network.

[0096] Figure 9 is a flowchart for describing

provisioning of information of the management object to

the communications terminal 101 according to some

embodiments. This processing is executed by the

communications terminal 101 according to some

embodiments .

[0097] This processing may begin after the

communications terminal 101 receives a valid



notification (an ANDSF notification SMS for example)

from the control apparatus 102 and establishes a secure

data connection using the information received in the

notification SMS, for example (push model) .

[0098] In other cases, the processing may be

initiated by the communications terminal 101 sending a

query to the control apparatus 102 to retrieve or

update inter-system policy information (ISMP, ISRP,

etc.), for example, or information about available

access networks in its vicinity or both (pull model) .

[0099] In step S901, the communication unit 304 of

the communications terminal receives one or more

commands transmitted from the control apparatus 102

comprising information of a portion of the management

object. Explanation of the details of these commands

will be omitted as the explanation would be the same as

that given in the description with reference to Figure

8.

[0100] In step S902, the storage unit 305 stores

information of the portion comprised in the one or more

commands in accordance with the one or more commands

received by the communication unit 304. For example,

in the case of a command for adding a node, information

contained in the commands may be added to information

previously stored by the storage unit 305. Because

duplicate information can be eliminated by the

introduction of reference nodes, the amount of



information stored by the storage unit 305 in step S902

can be advantageously reduced.

[0101] The information included in the command may

be stored in a non-volatile manner. However,

embodiments are not limited to this, and in some

embodiments, the information of the command may only be

stored temporarily, in a volatile manner, and discarded

after it is used to acquire the relevant specific

access network information.

[0102] In step S903, the acquisition unit 306 of

the communications terminal 101 acquires information of

the sub-tree specified by the reference node. It does

so using the reference information of the reference

node included in the information of the portion of the

management object stored in step S902. This acquired

information may be used for access network discovery,

for access network selection, or to retrieve

information stored by the communications terminal 101

to be transmitted to the control apparatus 102 in

service of a Get command, for example.

[0103] Consider a case where a portion of the

management object corresponding to the IFOM_l sub-tree

as illustrated in Figure 5B is stored by the storage

unit 305. The acquisition unit 306 may acquire

specific access network related information of the

TimeOfDay sub-tree specified by the reference

information of the TimeOf DayRef leaf node as follows.



Firstly, the acquisition unit 306 may traverse the

management object tree from the ANDSF root node to the

TimeOf DayRef leaf node. Then, the acquisition unit 306

may read the reference information stored for the

TimeOf DayRef node.

[0104] The acquisition unit 306 may then traverse

the management object tree from the root to the sub

tree specified by the reference information, following

the path described in the URI of the reference

information, and acquire the specific access network

related information.

[0105] As described above, according to the

embodiments, a control apparatus 102 is operable to

provide information of a management object, which is a

hierarchical tree comprising access network related

information, to a communications terminal 101 to

control access to access networks. The control

apparatus 102 initiates, in response to a predetermined

condition being satisfied, a provisioning, to the

communications terminal, of information of a portion of

the management object. The control apparatus 102

generates one or more commands comprising information

of the portion including information of a reference

node which is a leaf node of the management object and

which contains reference information specifying a sub

tree comprising specific access network related

information. The control apparatus 102 transmits, to



the communications terminal 101, the one or more

generated commands .

[0106] The communications terminal 101 receives

the one or more commands transmitted by the control

apparatus 102, and stores the information of the

portion comprised in the one or more commands in

accordance with the one or more commands received. The

communications terminal 101 acquires the specific

access network related information of the sub-tree

using the reference information of the reference node

included in the information of the portion stored.

[0107] Accordingly, these embodiments allow access

network related information to be stored in a space

efficient manner, freeing up memory space for other

purposes, and helping to alleviate the costs involved

in providing large amounts of memory in the

communications terminal 101 or in the control apparatus

102 .

[0108] Furthermore, the smaller size requirements

for the information sent across the network in the

provisioning allows for network resources, that would

otherwise be required, to be freed up.

[0109] The present invention is not limited to the

above-described embodiments, and various changes and

modifications can be made within the spirit and scope

of the present invention. Therefore, to apprise the

public of the scope of the present invention, the



following claims are made.



CLAIMS

1 . An access network related information

provisioning system comprising:

a communications terminal (101); and

a control apparatus (102) operable to provide

information of a management object, which is a

hierarchical tree comprising access network related

information, to the communications terminal to control

access to access networks,

wherein the control apparatus comprises:

an initiation unit (205) configured to

initiate, in response to a predetermined condition

being satisfied, a provisioning, to the communications

terminal, of information of a portion of the management

ob ect ;

a generation unit (206) configured to

generate one or more commands comprising information of

the portion including information of a reference node

which is a leaf node of the management object and which

contains reference information specifying a sub-tree

comprising specific access network related information;

and

a communication unit (204) configured to

transmit, to the communications terminal, the one or

more commands generated by the generation unit,

and wherein the communications terminal

comprises :



a communication unit (304) configured to

receive the one or more commands transmitted by the

communication unit of the control apparatus;

a storage unit (305) configured to store

the information of the portion comprised in the one or

more commands in accordance with the one or more

commands received by the communication unit; and

an acquisition unit (306) configured to

acquire the specific access network related information

of the sub-tree using the reference information of the

reference node included in the information of the

portion stored by the storage unit.

2 . A control apparatus (102) operable to provide

information of a management object, which is a

hierarchical tree comprising access network related

information, to a communications terminal (101) to

control access to access networks, the control

apparatus comprising:

an initiation unit (205) configured to initiate,

in response to a predetermined condition being

satisfied, a provisioning, to the communications

terminal, of information of a portion of the management

ob ect ;

a generation unit (206) configured to generate

one or more commands comprising information of the

portion including information of a reference node which



is a leaf node of the management object and which

contains reference information specifying a sub-tree

comprising specific access network related information;

and

a communication unit (204) configured to transmit,

to the communications terminal, the one or more

commands generated by the generation unit.

3 . The control apparatus according to claim 2 ,

wherein

the specific access network related information

comprised in the sub-tree is a location-related

condition or a time-related condition.

4 . The control apparatus according to claim 2 or 3 ,

wherein

the reference node is a node for inter-system

mobility policy, for inter-system routing policy or for

inter-APN routing policy.

5 . The control apparatus according to any one of

claims 2 - 4 , wherein

the reference information is a uniform resource

identifier (URI) specifying a path from a root node to

the sub-tree or specifying a relative path to the sub

tree .



6 . The control apparatus according to any one of

claims 2 - 5 , wherein the sub-tree is for an access

network related rule and the reference node is

contained in another sub-tree for another access

network related rule.

7 . The control apparatus according to any one of

claims 2 - 6 , wherein

the sub-tree is a sub-tree of the management

ob ect .

8 . The control apparatus according to any one of

claims 2 - 6 , wherein

the sub-tree is a sub-tree of a management object

other than the management object containing the

reference node.

9 . The control apparatus according to any one of

claims 2 - 7 , wherein

the sub-tree is comprised in the portion.

10. The control apparatus according to any one of

claims 2 - 8 , wherein

the sub-tree is not comprised in the portion.

11. The control apparatus according to any one of

claims 2 - 10, wherein



the control apparatus is for an Access Network

Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) , and

the management object is an ANDSF management

ob ect .

12. A communications terminal (101) operable to

receive from a control apparatus (102) information of a

management object, which is a hierarchical tree

comprising access network related information, the

communications terminal comprising:

a communication unit (304) configured to receive

one or more commands transmitted by the control

apparatus, the one or more commands comprising

information of a portion of the management object, the

portion including information of a reference node which

is a leaf node of the management object and which

contains reference information specifying a sub-tree

comprising information of particular access network

related information;

a storage unit (305) configured to store the

information of the portion comprised in the one or more

commands in accordance with the one or more commands

received by the communication unit; and

an acquisition unit (306) configured to acquire

information of the sub-tree using the reference

information of the reference node included in the

information of the portion stored by the storage unit.



13. The communications terminal according to claim 12,

wherein

the information of the particular access network

related information comprised in the sub-tree comprises

a location-related condition or a time-related

condition .

14. The communications terminal according to claim 12

or 13, wherein

the particular access network related information

is for inter-system mobility policy, for inter-system

routing policy, or for inter-APN routing policy.

15. The communications terminal according to any one

of claims 12 - 14, wherein

the reference information is a uniform resource

identifier (URI) specifying a path from a root node to

the sub-tree or specifying a relative path to the sub

tree .

16. The communications terminal according to any one

of claims 12 - 15, wherein the sub-tree is for an

access network related rule and the reference node is

contained in another sub-tree for another access

network related rule.



17. The communications terminal according to any one

of claims 12 - 16, wherein

the sub-tree is a sub-tree of the management

ob ect .

18. The communications terminal according to any one

of claims 12 - 16, wherein

the sub-tree is a sub-tree of a management object

other than the management object containing the

reference node.

19. The communications terminal according to any one

of claims 12 - 17, wherein

the sub-tree is comprised in the portion.

20. The communications terminal according to any one

of claims 12 - 18, wherein

the sub-tree is not comprised in the portion.

21. The communications terminal according to any one

of claims 12 - 20, wherein

the control apparatus is for an Access Network

Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) , and

the management object is an ANDSF management

object .

22. A method of controlling a control apparatus (102)



operable to provide information of a management object,

which is a hierarchical tree comprising access network

related information, to a communications terminal (101)

to control access to access networks, the method

comprising :

an initiation step (S801) of initiating, in

response to a predetermined condition being satisfied,

a provisioning, to the communications terminal, of

information of a portion of the management object;

a generation step (S802) of generating one or

more commands comprising information of the portion

including information of a reference node which is a

leaf node of the management object and which contains

reference information specifying a sub-tree comprising

specific access network related information; and

a communication step (S803) of transmitting, to

the communications terminal, the one or more commands

generated in the generation step.

23. A method of controlling a communications terminal

(101) operable to receive from a control apparatus

(102) information of a management object, which is a

hierarchical tree comprising access network related

information, the method comprising:

a communication step (S901) of receiving one or

more commands transmitted by the control apparatus, the

one or more commands comprising information of a



portion of the management object, the portion including

information of a reference node which is a leaf node of

the management object and which contains reference

information specifying a sub-tree comprising

information of particular access network related

information;

a storage step (S902) of storing the information

of the portion comprised in the one or more commands in

accordance with the one or more commands received in

the communication step; and

an acquisition step (S903) of acquiring

information of the sub-tree using the reference

information of the reference node included in the

information of the portion stored in the storage step.

24. A program for causing a computer to execute the

method according to claim 22.

25. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium

storing a program for causing a computer to execute the

method according to claim 22.

26. A program for causing a computer to execute the

method according to claim 23.

27. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium

storing a program for causing a computer to execute the



method according to claim
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